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( i ) 
PREFACE 
Borrowing the Ide l from a group theoretic result, R. Baer, in 1940, 
introduced the concept of in ject iv i ty and pro ject iv i ty in ttie general setting 
of modules. The result to which we refer states as follows : 
"A DIVISIBLE GF^ OUP G IS A DIRECT SUMMAND OF EVERY GROUP WHICH 
COfJTAINS G AS ITS SUBGROUP". In fact the two notions of inject ive and 
proJocD've modules are dual to each other in many respects. However, 
project ive modules can also be considered as natural generalizations of 
free modules. Later, the concept of project ive modules in turn was further 
generalized in various directions - namely, quasi project ive modules and 
dual continuous modules. The purpose of the present dissertation is to 
collect and arrange the material on projective modules and their 
generalizations. We are aware that we could not include a i l the material 
published so far on the topic, part ly because we could not excess to 
some concerned l i terature in spite of our best efforts and part ly because 
of the l imitations of the size of this type of dissertation and the time 
at our disposal. Nevertheless, the exposition presents a systematic 
development of the subject. 
The dissertation comprises of four chapters and each one of them 
is subdivided into various sections. The f i r s t chapter contains some 
preliminary definit ions and basic results which we require for the 
development of the subject in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 2 deals with the concept of project ive modules and their 
properties including certain characterizations. Dual to the concept of 
inject ive hu l l , the notion of project ive cover is also discussed in the 
end of the chapter. 
Analogous to quasi injective modules, the study of quasi project ive 
modules was ihlt lated by Wu and Jans in 1967. We introduce this concept 
In our chapter ,';l and show that quasi project ive modules are generalizations 
of project ive ritodules. A ririg is said to be left ( r ight ) semihereditary 
if avory f in i te ly gene-rated left ( r ight) idotil 1;» project ive. There exist 
non semihereditary rings in which every f in i te ly generated ideal is quasi 
project ive. Here, we also study local rings wi th the mentioned property 
( i i ) 
and prove that such a local ring is semihereditary i f i ts prime radical 
is zero. In the end of the chapter we Introduce the concept of quasi 
project ive covers and show that they exist rather more frequently than 
project ive covors. We also study some conditions under which a quasi 
project ive covinr becomes a projective cover, 
Though the notion of dual continuous modules was introduced by 
Mohnmod and Singh only two decades back, It has attracted a wide c i rc le 
of researchers l i ke Keisch, Mohamed, MLiller, Singh etc. A module M is 
said to be dual continuous (d-continuous) if ( i ) for every submodule A 
of M there exists a decomposition M=M (5) M. such that M-CZ A and M„f]A 
is small in M„, and ( i l ) every epimorphism from M onto a summand of 
M sp l i t s . Chapter A . is devoted to the study of these modules. In the 
end, a l i s t of ''efepences of the relevent l i terature is given. 
The def ini t ions, examples, remarks and theorems in the text have 
been specified with double decimal numbering. The f i r s t f igure expresses 
the chapter number, second denotes section and th i rd represents the number 
of the definit ion or the example or the remark or the theorem as the 
case may be, In a part icular chapter. For example. Theorem A.3.2 points 
out the second theorem appearing in the th i rd section of the fourth 
chapter. 
CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The present chapter gives a br ie f exposition of some 
of the preliminary concepts and basic r e s u l t s which w i l l be 
needed in the subsequent chapters . 
Though, here we do not deal with very elementary con-
cepts such as groups, r i ngs , modules and t h e i r homomorphisms 
e t c , , t he notions l i k e d i r ec t product, d i r e c t sum and other 
such concepts which wi l l be frequently used throughout the 
d i s s e r t a t i o n are presented in d e t a i l s . 
The chapter a lso contains some standard theorems 
without supplying t h e i r proofs. 
The mater ial produced here has general ly been col lec ted 
from the l i t e r a t u r e s such as Cartan and Eilenberg [8] ,Hers te in 
[21] , Hu [23] , Lambek [34] , Northcott [42] , Rotman [50] and 
Zer isk i and Samuel [67] . 
1.2 SOME RING THEORETIC CONCEPTS 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise indicated, 
R will be understood to be an associative ring. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 (PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAIN). Let S be any sub-
set of R. Then an ideal A of R is said to be generated by S, 
i f , 
( i ) S S A and 
( i i ) for any other ideal B of R, S S B implies A s B. 
We sha l l denote such an idea l A by < S >. I t i s obvious 
from the def in i t ion t h a t < S > i s the in te r sec t ion of a l l 
those ideals of R which contain S. 
Further, i f an idea l A i s generated by a s ingleton 
x e R i . e . S = { x } , then A i s sa id to be a p r inc ipa l ideal 
and we wr i te A » < x > or ( x ) . 
A commutative r ing R with unity i s ca l led a p r inc ipa l 
ideal r ing (PIR) i f each of i t s ideal i s p r i nc ipa l . Further^ 
i f R i s an in t eg ra l domain, then R i s cal led a p r inc ipa l 
ideal domain (PID), 
EXiiMPLE 1,2.1 (a) Every f i e ld i s a PID generated by any non-
zero elonent. 
(b) For any f ie ld F, the r ing of polynomials 
FCX] i s a PID but not a f i e l d . 
DEFINITION 1.2.2 (NILPOTENT ELEMENT). A non-zero element 
X of R i s ca l led n i lpo ten t i f the re ex i s t s a pos i t i ve in teger 
n > 1 such tha t x*^  * 0. 
A positive integer m > 1 is said to be the index of 
nilpotency of x if x"^  » 0 and y^'^ f 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3 (IDEMPOTENT ELEMENT). An element x e R is 
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said t o be idempotent i f x » x, 
DEFINITION 1,2.4 (NIL IDEAL). An ideal I of R i s ca l l ed a 
n i l ideal i f every element of I i s n i lpo ten t . 
DEFINITION 1.2.5 (PRIME RADICAL). An ideal P of R i s cal led 
prime i f for any two ideals A and B, AB Q P implies A S P 
or B e P. 
The in te r sec t ion of a l l prime ideals of R i s ca l led 
the prime rad ica l of R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.6 (JACOBSON RADICAL). The Jacobson rad ica l c£ 
R i s defined to be the in t e r sec t ion of a l l maximal ideals of 
R and i s usually denoted by J(R) or simply by J . 
DEFINITION 1.2.7 (SIMPLE RING). A ring R i s said t o be simple 
i f i t has only two i d e a l s , namely (0) and R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.8 (SEMI SIMPLE RING). R i s said t o be a semi 
simple r ing i f i t s Jacobson rad ica l i s zero. 
DEFINITION 1.2.9 (LOCAL RING). R i s ca l led a loca l r ing i f 
i t has exactly one maximal i dea l . 
EXAMPLE 1.2.2. Since (O) i s t he only maximal ideal in a f i e ld 
F, so every f i e ld i s a loca l r ing . 
DEFINITION 1.2.10 (VALUATION RING). R i s said to be a vAuation 
r ing i f for any two ideals A and B of R, e i the r A ^  B or 
B S A. 
Clearly a valtiation ring is a local ring. 
DEFINITION 1,2.11 (DIRECT PRODUCT AND DIRECT SUM). Let 
{Rj^ ji el} be a family of rings indexed by a set I. Consider 
7Y Rj^  « {f |f : I > U R^ and f(i) e R^ 
i 
for all i e 1}, 
the totality of all fimctions f from I to the union of R^ 
such that for any i e I, f(i) e R^. 
In jy ^it we define two operations as follows : 
i 
( i ) Addition : ( f+g)( i ) = f ( i ) + g(i) '^ 
> V i e l 
( i i ) Mul t ip l ica t ion: (fg) ( i ) = f ( i ) g ( i ) J 
Then, laider these two operations TT ^i becomes a r ing 
known as the d i r ec t product of the given family {R.| i e 1} 
The d i r ec t siam of {R^li e 1} i s the subring 
E 0 R . » {f | f e 7T R4 and f ( i ) = 0 for a l l except a 
i •"- i -^  
f i n i t e number of i ' s } 
I t i s obvious t h a t i f the index se t I i s f i n i t e , then 
the concept of d i r e c t product coincides with t h a t of d i r e c t 
sum. 
DEFINITION 1.2.12 (NOETHERIAN AND ARTINIAN RINGS). R i s said 
to be left (right) Noetherian if R satisfies ascending chain 
condition (a.c.c.) on left (right) ideals i.e. R is left 
(right) Noetherian if for every ascending chain of left 
(right) ideals of R 
A - S A ^ G A ^ C , 
there exists a positive integer n such that 
Aj. = t^, for all t ^ n. 
In case R is both left as well as right Noetherian, it is 
called a Noetherian ring. 
R is said to be left (right) Artinian if it satisfies 
descending chain condition (d.c.c.) on left (right) ideals 
of R. 
EXAMPLES 1.2.3. (a) A PID is a Noetherian ring. 
(b) E^ rery division ring is an Artinian ring. 
(c) Every finite ring is Noetherian as well as an Artinian ring, 
(d) Let R be the ring of all triangiJlar matrices of the fonn 
\ o c ) * wliere a e Z and b,c s Q , then R is right Noethe-
rian but not left Noetherian. 
(e) If R'IS the ring of all triang\ilar matrices of the form 
V 0 c ^ ' where a e Q and b,c c R then R'^  is right Arti-
nian but not left Artinian. 
(f) Z is a Noetherian ring but not Artinian . 
REMARKS 1.2.1 : 
(a) If R i s a Noetherian r ing then every epimorphism of R 
o n t o i t s e l f i s an isomorphism. 
(b) Let R be the d i r ec t sum of rings R^ ,^ R2, . . . , R^ ,^ then 
R i s r i gh t Noetherian (Artinian) i f and only i f each R^ 
i s r igh t Noetherian (Ar t in ian) . 
(c) A homomorphic image of a r igh t Noetherian (Artinian) r ing 
i s r igh t Noetherian (Ar t in ian) . 
1.3 SOME CONCEPTS IN MODULES 
Throughout t h i s sec t ion , we reserve the sjrmbol R t o 
denote an assoc ia t ive r ing ,not necessar i ly commutative and 
M to a l e f t R-module. Also we adopt the Bourbaki nota t ion 
Z to ind ica te the r ing of i n t ege r s . 
In case R contains unity 1, then M i s necessar i ly 
assumed to be la i i ta l i . e . M s a t i s f i e s the property l^m a m , 
for a l l m e M. 
The d i r ec t prodixit (d i r ec t sum) of a family of modules 
{Mj^ /i e 1} i s defined exactly in the same way as in the case 
of r ings (of. Definit ion 1.2.11) . 
DEFINITION 1 .3 .1 . (BI MODULE). Let R and S be any two r i n g s . 
If M i s a r i gh t S-module and a l e f t R-module s a t i s fy ing . 
(rx) s » r ( x s ) , for a l l s e S, r e R and x e M , 
then M i s ca l led an (R,S)-bimodule, and may be denoted by j ^ g , 
jaCAMPLE 1 .3 .1 . Any addi t ive abelian group G i s a r igh t as 
well as l e f t Z-modijle. Thus G i s a (Z,Z)-bimodule. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2 (RADICAL OF A MODULE). The rad ica l of M i s 
defined to be the in t e r sec t ion of a l l of i t s maximal submodu-
l e s and i s denoted by Rad (M). 
EXAMPLE 1.3.2. Let M = Z / (6 ) . Then maximal submodiiLes of 
M are 
A = { 0 , 2 , 4 } and B = { 0 , 3 } 
and so Rad (M) = A f) B = (O). 
DEFINITION 1.3.3 (CYCLIC MODULE). M is said to be a cyclic 
module if there is an element m^ e M such that every element 
o 
m e M is of the form m » r m^, where r e R. 
o 
DEFINITION 1.3.^ (INDECOMPOSABLE MODULE). A module M is said 
to be indecomposable if its only summands are (O) and M. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.3. The module M = Z/(5) is an indecomposable 
module. 
DEFINITION 1.3.5 (UNIFORM AND DUAL"UNIFORM MODULES). A module 
M is called uniform if the intersection of any two non-zero 
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sulxnodules of M i s non-zero. 
M i s said t o be a dual-uniform module ( in short d-
uniform) i f the sum of any two proper submodules of M i s a 
proper submodule. 
REMARK 1 .3 .1 . I t i s obvious t h a t uniform and dual-uniform 
modules are indecomposable. 
DEFINITION 1.3.6 (SMALL SUBMODULE). A submodule N of M i s 
cal led small in M wri t ten as N CIj M i f whenever K i s a sub-
module of M with N+K = M, then K = M. 
DEFINITION 1.3.7 (ANNIHILATOR). The annih i la tor i (M) of M 
i s defined as 
i (M) = {a e R|ax = 0 for a l l x s M} 
I t can be at once checked t h a t c. (M) i s a l e f t ideal of R. 
DEFINITION 1.3.8 (TORSION AND TORSION FREE MODULES). An 
element x of M i s sa id t o be a to rs ion elanent i f t he re ex i s t s 
a non-zero elenent r e R with rx = 0. 
The se t T(M) of a l l the to r s ion elements of M forms 
a submodule of M. 
M i s said to be a to rs ion module i f T(M) = M and t o be 
tors ion free i f T(M) = 0 . Equivalently, M i s a to r s ion module 
i f a l l of i t s elements are to rs ion elements and M i s a t o r -
sion free module i f i t has no non-zero tors ion elanent . 
REMARK 1.3.2. Every submodiale of a torsion (torsion free) 
module over a commutative integral domain R is itself a tor-
sion (torsion free) module over R. 
DEFINITION 1.3.9 (EXACT AND SEMI-EXACT SEQUENCES). Let 
{M^)ie 1} be a non-empty collection of R-modules with a 
corresponding collection of R-homomorphisms f. : M. > M. ,, 
Then the sequence 
> "1-1-^*=^ " i - ^ « i * i — ^ 
is called exact if Im (f^ ^^ )^ *= Ker (f .) i . e . if image of the 
input homomorphism coincides with the kernel of the output 
homomorphism at every module other than the ends (if any) of 
the sequence. 
The above sequence is said to be semi-exact if 
Im (f^^i) ^ Ker(f^). 
Clearly, every exact sequence is semi-exact, but not 
conversely. 
An exact sequence of the form 
f f 
0 > M-j^  ^—> Mg 2 — > M^ > 0 
is called a short exact sequence. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.^ : 
(a) Let N be a submodule of M, then the sequence 
10 
» N ~ > M -^ > M/N > 0 
where f i s inclusion homomorphism and g i s natijral project ion , 
i s a short exact sequence. 
(b) Let N be a submodule of M, then the sequence 
0 > Ker f-^ ^—> N — ^ M-2—> Coker f > 0 
where i is the inclusion homomorphism, Coker f = M/Im f, and 
p is the natural projection, is an exact sequence. 
(c) Let N be a proper submodule of M and let i : N > M 
denote the inclusion homomorphism, then the sequence 
0 > }fl——> M > 0 
i s semi-exact but not exact. 
REMARK 1.3 .3 . Using the notion of exact sequences, a homomor-
phism f : N > M i s a monomorphism, epimorphism or an i s o -
morphism i f 
f 
0 > N > M 
f N > M > 0 
or 
0 > N ^ > M > 0 
i s exact respec t ive ly . 
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DEFINITION 1.3.10 (SPLITTING SEQUENCE). We say that an exact 
sequence 
•• > M i - l — ^ ^ ^ M , — i - ^ M. ^ ^ > 
of R-modules, s p l i t s a t the module M ,^ i f Im(fj^_^) » Ker (f^^) 
i s a d i r e c t summand of M.. 
If the sequence s p l i t s a t each of i t s non-end modules, 
then we c a l l i t a s p l i t t i n g sequence. 
Since a short exact sequence 
f f 
0 > M-j^ —-—> n^—-—> M, > 0 
obviously s p l i t s a t M, and M ,^ i t s p l i t s i f and only i f i t 
does a t the middle module Mp. 
DEFINITION 1.3.11 (DIRECT MONOMORPHISM AND EPIMORPHISM). An 
epimorphism f : M > N of R-modules i s said to be d i r ec t 
i f Ker f i s a d i r ec t sxmmand of M, and a monomorphism 
g : X > Y of R-modtiles i s ca l led d i r e c t i f Im g i s a d i r ec t 
summand of Y. 
DEFINITION 1.3.12 (INJECTIVE MODULE). M is said to be an 
infective module if for every homomorphism f : A > M and 
every monomorphism g : A > B of R-modules, there exists 
a homomorphism h ; B > M satisfying hog « f. 
Equivalently, M is infective if every diagram 
12 
g 
0 > A > B 
f 
M 
of homomorphisms of R-modules, where the row i s exact , can 
be completed t o a commutative diagram 
g 
-> A 
M 
-> B 
/ ^ h 
DEFINITION 1.3.13 (INJECTIVE HULL). An infec t ive hiiLl of 
M i s a module N containing M, such t h a t 
( i ) N i s i n fec t ive , 
( i i ) If N^ i s an in fec t ive module with 
M G N^ S N, then N ' = N. 
REMARK 1.3 .^ . Given a module M, there always ex i s t s an 
infec t ive hull of M, which i s unique upto isomorphism. 
l,h SOME RESULTS ON RINGS AND MODULES 
In the present sec t ion , we mention some standard 
r e su l t s t o be used in the subsequent chapters . Certa inly, 
no attempt would be made to give t h e i r proofs, for which we 
may re fe r t o the following t ex t s : 
Cart an and EUenberg [ 8 ] , Hu [23] , Lambek [34] , Northcott [42] 
and Rotman [50] . 
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PROPOSITION 1.4.1 : A commutative r ing R i s local i f and only 
i f the non-units of R form a proper two sided i d e a l . 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2. A r ing R i s Noetherian i f and only i f 
every ideal of R i s f i n i t e l y generated. 
PROPOSITION 1.4,3. If the composition h = gof of two homo-
morphisms f : X > Y and g : Y > Z of modules over R 
i s an isomorphism, then the following statements hold. 
( i ) f i s a monomorphism . 
( i i ) g i s an epimorphism. 
( i i i ) Y = Im f a Ker g. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.4. Let M and N be R-modules and f : M > N 
he a homomorphism, then 
f(Rad (M)) e Rad (N) , """ 
And i f f i s an epimorphism such t h a t 
Ker f G Rad (M), then 
f (Rad (M)) - Rad (N) 
PROPOSITION 1.4.5. For any R-module M, T (M/T(M)) = 0 where 
T(M) denotes the to rs ion submodule of M. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.6. A monomorphism f : L > M of R-modules 
i s d i r ec t i f and only i f the re i s a homomorphism g : M > L 
such t h a t gof » I , . 
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An epimorphism h : M > N i s d i r e c t i f and only i f 
there i s a hcmiomorphisin k : N > M such tha t hok « Ijj. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.7. The composition h « gof of two homomor-
piuLsms f : X —^^^ —^> Y^  a n d ^ 4^  Y ——> Z of modules over R i s 
the zero homomorphism i f and only i f Im f Q Ker g. 
PROPOSITION 1.4,8. If a short exact sequence 
0 > A > B > C > 0 s p l i t s , then B ^ A ® C. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.9. Let f : M > N be a homomorphism of 
modules over R,then the following conditions are equivalent 
( i ) f i s an epimorphism-
( i i ) For every R-module K and every homomorphisms 
g, h : N > K, gof -s hof implies g = h. 
Dually we have, 
PROPOSITION 1.4.10. Let f : M > N be a homomorphism of 
R-modules, then the following conditions are equivalent 
(1) f i s a monomorphism. 
( i i ) For every R-module K and every homomorphisms 
g, h : K > M, fog » foh implies g = h. 
CHAPTER - 2 
PROJECTIVE MODULES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The present chapter is devoted to the study of some 
standard restilts of basic importance on projective modules. 
Since these results have occtirred in many monographs and 
hooks (e.g. [8], [21], [23], [34], [42,], [50], [56], [67]), 
we have omitted the proofs of many of them. 
The notions of infective and projective modules were 
introduced by R. Baer (Trans, Amer. Math. Soc. 1940). The 
two concepts are fotmd to be dtial of each other in many direc-
tions. However, projective modules are the natural generali-
zations of free modules, and so we have discussed free modules 
in the beginning and given some important results on them. 
Section 2.3 concerns with the definition of projective modu-
les and their relationship with free modxjles. Some important 
characterizations of projective modules are included in the 
next section. 
Many important properties of projective modules are 
discussed in section 2.5. Certain interesting classes of 
rings like hereditary (semi) rings, Dedekind rings, prufer 
rings etc. appear in literature which can be defined by 
lasing projectivity. A brief discussion of these types of 
rings is also added in the end of this section. Analogous 
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to infective hull of a module, projective cover has been 
defined. However, unlike to infective hull, projective 
covers may not exist for several modules. Section 2,5 
deals with projective covers. 
2.2 FREE MODULES 
For better comprehension, we begin with the notion 
of free modules and some of their basic properties, 
DEFINITION 2.2.1 (FREE MODULE). A module F over a ring R 
is said to be a free module on a set S together with a func-
tion f : S > F, if for every function g : S > X frem 
the set S into a module X over R, there exists a unique homo-
morphism h : F > X such that g = hf. In other words P is 
free if the diagram 
S > F 
X 
conanutes. 
EXMPLES 2.2.1 
(a) Every vector space V over a field R is a free module 
over R. 
(b) Every zero module is free. 
(c) If S is any set, let F denote the set of all functions 
(j) . s > R satisfying (()(s) = 0 except for at most a 
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finite number of elanents s e S. In F, define 
(0 +H>) (s) » (|)(s) +4^(s)1 
and (r(|)) (s) « r (0(s)) J 
Now, define a function f ; S > F by assigning to 
each element s e S, the function f(s) : S > R defined by 
1 , if t = s 
(f(s)) (t) = • 
0 , if t f s for all t e S 
Then we can prove that F, together with the function f : S > F 
is a free module over R on the set S. 
Thus, we conclude that for any set S, there always 
exists a free module over R. Since the fxmction f : S > F 
is infective, S can be identified with its image f(S) in F 
and thus S becomes a subset of F which generates the module 
F which is referred to as the free module generated by the 
given set S. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2 (BASIS OF A MODULE). A subset S of a module 
M over R is said to be linearly independent if and only if 
for every finite number of distinct elements x,, x^, x,,...,x 
of S, Z r^  x^  = 0 (r. e R) implies r. « 0 for every 
i « 1, 2, ...., n. By a basis of a module M over R, we mean 
a linearly independent subset S of M which generates M. 
The following result is of basic importance showing 
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relationship between a free module and its basis. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. A subset S of a module M over R is a basis of 
M if and only if the inclusion function i : S » M extends 
to an isomorphism h : F > M of the free modxiLe F over R 
generated by the set S onto the module M. 
Thus we can at once derive the following : 
THEOREM 2.2.2. A module M over R has a basis if and only if 
M is free. 
THEOREM 2.2.3. Given any module M over R, there exists a 
free module F with an epimorphism f : F > M. If M can 
be generated by m elements (O 4 m < «>), then F can be chosen 
with a base of m elements. 
REMARKS 2.2.1. (a) The direct sum of free modules is free. 
(b) Every module is isomorphic to a quotient module of a free 
module. 
The existence of free modules on any set S is already 
asserted in the example 2.2.1 (c). Now, we give the uniqueness t 
orem for free modules on a given set S, 
THEOREM 2.2.4. If (F,f) and (F', /) are free modules over R 
on the same set S, then there exists a unique isomorphism 
g s F > F from the module F onto the module F such 
that f^ = gof. 
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PROOF. Since (F,f) is a free module over R on the set S, 
it follows that there exists a unique homomorphism j ; F >- F 
such that the diagram 
f 
-> F 
F 
is commutative , 
and so f "^  = Jof . 
Similarly, there exists a unique homomorphism 
k : F > F such that the diagram 
f / 
S ^ F 
/ 
/ 
F 
is commutative , 
that is, f = kof'. 
Now, let us consider the composition h = koj and let i 
denote the identity endomorphism of the module F. 
Now, in the diagram 
f 
-> F 
we have, 
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hof a (koj) of = ko (Jof) = kof « f 
i.e. hof « f 
Also iof « f 
By the uniqueness of the homomorphism in the definition, 
it follows that 
h a koj = i 
Since i is an isomorphism, it follows from proposition 1.4.3 
that J is a monomorphism. 
Now, we consider g = ;3ok and let i denote the identity 
homomorphism from P onto itself, then in the following diagram 
S > F^ 
F 
by the same argimants as above, we get 
/ g = Jok = i 
and so again on applying proposition 1.4.3, we get J is an 
epimorphism. Hence j is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 2.2.5. If R is an integral domain (commutative), 
then every free modixLe over R is torsion free. 
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2.3 PROJECTIVE MODULES 
As we have ronarked above (cf. Remark 2 .2 .1 ( a ) ) , t he 
d i rec t sum of free modules can be proved t o be f ree btit the 
folXowiag example shows tha t the d i r e c t summand of a free 
module need not be f ree . 
EXMPLE 2 . 3 . 1 . Let R = Z/(6) be the ring of in tegers modulo 
6 and l e t A and B be the R-modules generated by the residues 
of 2 and 3 respec t ive ly , then R = A (?) B. Now R i s a f ree 
module over i t s e l f with base {l},biit A, the d i r ec t summand 
of R contains only th ree elements and so i s not fr«e,because 
every non-empty R-free module contains a t l e a s t 6 elements. 
The notion of a free module i s generalized t o another 
type of module what i s ca l led '^projective module'. The con-
cept of these modules go back to Reinhold Baer. Though a 
pro jec t ive module can be characterized abs t r ac t ly as the 
d i r e c t summand of a free module (cf. Theorem 2.4.1) but i t 
may come as a surpr i se t ha t i t possesses a na tura l dual , the 
so cal led infec t ive module which i s a d i r e c t summand of every 
module t h a t contains i t as a submodule. 
DEFINITION 2 .3 .1 (PROJECTIVE MODULE). A module P over a r ing 
R i s sa id t o be a pro jec t ive module i f for every hpmomprphism 
f : P > B and every epimprphism g : A > B of modules 
over R, the re ex i s t s a homomorphism h : P > A such t h a t 
f » gh. 
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In the language of diagrams, we say that a module P 
is projective if every diagram 
-> B 
g 
-> 0 
of R-modules and R-homomorphisms, in which the row i s exact , 
can be embedded in a commutative diagram 
K" 
/ • 
-> B -> 0 
g 
EXAMPLE 2 .3 .2 . (a) Every zero modxiLe i s p ro jec t ive . 
(b) Every vector space V over a f ie ld R i s p ro jec t ive , when 
considered as an R-modxale. 
(c) Let P be the se t of a l l continuoxis r ea l valued f\jnctioos 
defined on the closed in te rva l [ 0 , l ] . For any f, g e P 
and a 6 R, the se t of r e a l s , define f + g and af by 
(f+g) (x) = f(x) + g(x) 
(af) (x) . a f(x) V X e [0,1] 
Then P is a projective module over R. 
REMARK 2.3.1 
(a) A d i r e c t sum M = E©M. of R-modules i s pro jec t ive i f 
i e l ^ 
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and only i f each M^  i s p ro jec t ive . 
(b) Every module is isomorphic t o a fac tor modiile of a 
p ro jec t ive module. 
The following r e s u l t shows t h a t pro jec t ive modules 
are general izat ions of f ree modules. 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . 1 . Every free modxile i s p ro jec t ive . 
PROOF. Consider an a r b i t r a r y free module M over R generated 
by a s e t S c: M. Let f : M > B be a homomorphism and 
g : A > B be an epimorphism of R-modules. 
Since S Cl M, 
for s e S, s e M 
and so f ( s ) e B 
But as g i s an epimorphism, so the re ex i s t s an element j ( s ) e A 
such t h a t g ( j ( s ) ) = f ( s ) . 
Thus, the assignment s > j ( s ) defines a function 
j : S > A. 
Now, because of the fact that M is a free module over 
R on the set S c: M, j can be extended to a unique homomor-
phism h : M > A. 
Now, we show that goh = f. 
Let X e M, 
since M is generated by S, 
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n 
i-1 ^ ^ 
where r^^ e R, s^ e S 
Then, 
g(h(x)) = g [h( £ r^s^] 
n 
= £ r. gCh(s.)] 
i=l ^ ^ 
n 
= 2 r. g[a(s.)J 
i=l ^ ^ 
= £ r. f(s.) 
i=l ^ ^ 
= f( £ r^s.) 
= f(x) 
i.e. g(h(x)) » f(x) 
Thus gh = f 
Hence M is projective. 
Now, in example 2.3.1 we note that R, being a free 
module becomes a projective module, in view of the above 
theoren. Also, by Remark 2.3.1(a), A is a projective R-
module but A is not free. Thus we conclude that a projec-
tive mod\xle need not be a free modiiLe. However, there are 
certain rings over which projective modules are necessarily 
free. 
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THEOREM 2 .3 .2 . Let R be an in teg ra l domain in which a l l 
f i n i t e l y generated ideals are p r i nc ipa l , then any pro jec t ive 
R-modijle i s f ree . 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . 3 . Over a loca l r ing R, every pro^jective modxile 
i s f ree . 
2.4 SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
Project ive modules can be characterized in terms of 
many other concepts. We mention here a few without proofs 
which can be seen in the l i t e r a t u r e referred t o . 
THEOREM 2.4 .1 [34] . A module M i s pro jec t ive i f and only i f 
i t i s isomorphic t o a d i r ec t summand of a free module. 
THEOREM 2.4.2 [56] . An R-module M i s pro jec t ive i f and only 
i f t he re ex i s t s a family {m^ }^ of elements of M and a family 
of hcanomorphisms (|). : M > R such t h a t m = I (l).(m) m., 
i 
for a l l m e M, where 0^(m) i s zero for a l l but a f i n i t e number 
of indices i . 
THEOREM 2.4.3 [50]. If R is a domain, then a non-zero ideal 
I is projective if and only if it is invertible. 
THEOREM 2.4.4 [50]. A module P is projective if and only if 
every diagram with Q injective 
Q > Q > 0 
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can be completed to a commutative diagram 
y 
Q ^ Q ^ 0 
2.5 SOME PROPERTIES OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
We now study certain basic properties of projective 
modules. Proofs of most of the theorems are omitted because 
they have appeared in standard books like [8], [42] and [50]. 
THEOREM 2.5.1. If P is a projective module over R then every 
epimorphism f : M > P is direct and every exact sequence 
0 > L ^ > M ^ > P > 0 splits. 
THEOREM 2.5.2. A projective module has no torsion element. 
THEOREM 2.5.3. Let 
± f 
-» L—='=^  > M 
I. \ 
k -> B > C 
be a commutative diagram of modules over R, in which P i s 
p ro jec t ive , the upper row i s semi-exact/lower row i s exact . 
Then there ex i s t s a homomorphism h : P > A such t h a t the 
resu l t ing diagram 
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is commutative. 
PROOF. Since the row P •^ L- • ^ - ^ M is s^mi-exact, 
Im f C Ker ()) and so by proposition 1.4.7, (j)f = 0 
thus, '^ ((j) f) = 0 
i.e. {y\^(^) f = 0 
But the given diagram is commxitative. Therefore, we get 
\<|> »vj^  g 
and hence 
(«V g) f » 0 
that is ^ (g f) « 0 
and so, we get a diagram 
gof 
-> B ^ C 
k " f 
in which the row is exact and ^ (gof) = 0. 
Let X = Im k « kerv^ 
Since vp (gf) » 0, by proposition 1.4.7, we get 
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Im (gof) ^ Ker v^ . 
Also Im k » Kerv|^ , as the row i s exact. 
Thus, I IB(gof ) £ Im k - X , 
And so gof maps P into X, which gives rise to the diagram 
gof 
^ X -> 0 
in which the row is exact and P is projective. Hence, there 
exists a homomorphism h : P > A making the diagram 
commutative. 
i.e. koh « gof 
Hence the diagram 
P 
\ 
gof 
-> X 
-» L 
-> B 
-> 0 
i s ccanmutative. 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . ^ . (Schanuel*s Lemma). Consider the exact 
sequences 
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0 > K-i^  > Pj^ > B > 0 
and 
G ^ Kg- > Pg > B > 0 
where P-, and P^ are projective • 
Then K^ ® Pg "S Kg ® P^^ . 
DEFINITION 2.5.1. A projective modiiLe Q is said to be a 
complement of a projective modiale P, if P © Q is free. 
THEOREM 2.5.5. Every projective module has a free complement. 
THEOREM 2.5.6. Let P be a projective modiile and let 
^ ; B > P be an epimorphism. 
Then B » Ker <)) ® P , where P S P ' 
Interesting classes of rings occur when we impose 
conditions on (i) all modules (ii) all finitely generated 
modules (iii) all ideals or finitely generated ideals 
(iv) R itself considered as a module. At this point, we 
restrict our attention to rings involving projectivity only. 
DEFINITION 2.5.2 (HEREDITARY AND SEMIHEREDITARY RINGS). 
A ring R is called left (right) hereditary if every left 
(right) ideal of R is projective. In case R is left as well 
as right hereditary, it is called a hereditary ring. 
R is called left (right) semihereditary if every 
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finitely generated left (right) ideal of R is projective. R 
is called a semihereditary ring if it is both left as well 
as right semihereditary. 
DEFINITION 2.5.3 (DBDEKIND RING). A hereditary domain is 
called a Oedekind ring. 
DEFINITION 2.5.^ (PRUFER RING). A semihereditary domain is 
called a priifer ring. 
EXAMPLES 2.5.1 (a) Any semi simple ring is left hereditary. 
(b) Let R be the ring of all triangular matrices of the 
form ( o g } where a e Z and b,c e Q , then R is a right 
hereditary ring b\it not left hereditary. 
(c) Any PID is hereditary and thus a Dedekind ring. 
THEOREM 2.5.7. The following conditions are equivalent for 
a ring R: 
(i) R is left hereditary ; 
(ii) every submoduLe of a projective modxiLe is projective^ 
(iii) every quotient of an infective module is infective. 
THEOREM 2.5.8. A domain R is a priifer ring if and only if 
every finitely generated torsion free module is projective. 
2.6 PROJECTIVE COVERS 
Notion of injective hull (Def. 1,3.13) can be dualized 
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into the notion of projective cover. However, we shall see 
that xmlike infective hulls, projective covers seldom exist. 
DEFINITION 2.6.1 (PROJECTIVE CX)VER). Let M be an R-moduLe, 
then an epimorphism P > M from a projective module P onto 
M with small kernel is called a projective cover of M. 
EXAMPLE 2.6.1. The module 2^ of integers modulo 2 over the 
ring of integers does not possess any projective cover. 
H. Bass [6] has proved the following theorem for uni-
queness of projective covers (when they exist). 
THEOREM 2.6,1. Suppose P > M > 0 is a projective 
cover and 0 > K > P > M > 0 is exact where 
p''is projective. Then P^ = P^ (^ P^ with P^^ ^  P, Pg ^  K 
and P, n K small in P,. 
THEOREM 2.6.2. If P > M > 0 and p"^  > M^ > 0 
are projective covers, then P x P > M x M > 0 is a 
projective cover. 
THEOREM 2.6.3. If P^-^—> Q, Pg-^ > Q are two projective 
covers of Q, then there exists an isomorphism 0 : P., > Pp 
such that f " g (|) i.e. the diagram 
» Q 
is commutative 
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THEOREM 2 . 6 . ^ . If f : Q. 
-» Q.^ and a : P--
i^  > Qp i s an isanorphism, 
> Qp are respect ive ly the 
p ro jec t ive covers of Q, and GU* then t he r e ex i s t s an isc»nor-
phism g t P, > Pp such t h a t the diagram 
g 
Vi/ 
a 
-> Q, 
is commutative. 
DEFINITION 2.6.2 (PERFECT AND SEMI-PERFECT RINGS). A r ing 
R i s ca l led (semi) perfect i f every (cycl ic) R-module has a 
pro jec t ive cover. 
THEOREM 2 . 6 . 5 . If R i s a semi perfect r ing and M i s a 
f i n i t e l y generated R-module, then M has a pro jec t ive cover. 
CHAPTER - 3 
QUASI PROJECTIVE MODULES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION : 
In 1967, Wu and Jans [65] gave the concept of quasi 
projective modules, dual to quasi infectives. The notion 
has attracted a wide circle of workers. These works are 
mostly concerned with deducing a number of properties of 
quasi projectives from the dual properties of quasi infectives, 
The present chapter is devoted to collect some impor-
tant material on qtoasi projective modules. In Section 3.2 
we supply an example to show that quasi projective modules 
are, in fact, generalizations of projective modules. Theorem 
3.2.1 gives an implication of quasi projective and projective 
modules. It is also proved that analogoxjs to the direct 
summand of quasi injective modules, the direct summand of a 
q\iasi projective modtile is again quasi projective. Many pro-
perties of quasi projectives are listed in Section 3.3, The 
next section deals with local rings in which every finitely 
generated ideal (left or right) is quasi projective. We 
notice that an arbitrary ring with every finitely generated 
ideal qixasi projective need not be semihereditary and prove 
that a local ring with this property is semihereditary if 
its prime radical is zero (of, theorem 3.^.8). 
In section 3»5, we give the notion of quasi projective 
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cover and show tha t quasi pro jec t ive covers exis t more f r e -
quently than pro jec t ive covers. However, not every module 
has a qxiasi projec t ive cover (cf. theorem 3 .5 .2 ) . Theoren 
3.5.3 gives a condition for the existence of quasi pro jec t ive 
cover of any module. We a l so l i s t some r e su l t s r e l a t i n g t o 
the conditions under which a quasi pro jec t ive cover becomes 
pro jec t ive cover. 
3.2 QUASI PROJECTIVE MODULES : 
Notion of in jec t ive modules has been generalized as 
quasi in j ec t ive modules. On the same l i ne s Wu and Jans[65]gene-
ra l i zed pro jec t ive modxales in to quasi project ives and deduced 
a number of proper t ies of these modules from the dual proper-
t i e s of quasi i n j ec t ives . 
DEFINITION 3.2.1 (QUASI PROJECTIVE MODULE). An R-module M 
i s ca l led quasi pro jec t ive i f and only i f for every R-modiiLe 
A, every R-epimorphism g : M > A and every R-homomorphism 
f : M > A, there ex i s t s an R-endomorphism h : M > M 
such t h a t the diagram 
M / 
/ 
h ^ 
/ 
M > A > 0 
g 
i s commutative. 
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i . e . goh = f. 
I t i s c l ea r from the def in i t ion t h a t every pro jec t ive 
module i s quasi p ro jec t ive . However, the following example 
dis t inguishes quasi -projective modules from pro jec t ive 
modules, 
EXAMPLE 3 . 2 . 1 . Let Z be the r ing of i n t ege r s , then the module 
M = Z/(p) of in tegers modulo p , where p i s prime, i s quasi 
pro jec t ive over Z but every element of M i s a to r s ion element 
and so by theorem 2 . 5 . 2 , M i s not p ro jec t ive . 
In the following theoron, Rangaswamy and Vanaja [A8] 
furnish a condition for quasi p ro jec t ive modules t o be projec-
t i v e . 
THEOFIEM 3 . 2 . 1 . A quasi pro jec t ive module over a r ing without 
zero d iv i sors i s p ro jec t ive i f and only i f i t i s t o r s ion free 
and possesses a pro jec t ive cover. 
Recall t ha t an R-module M can also be t r ea ted as an 
(R, Endn (M) ) bimodule where as usual EndoCM) denotes the 
R-endomorphism ring of M. 
THEOREM 3 .2 .2 . Let 0 > T > P > M > 0 be an 
exact sequence of R-modules with P p ro jec t ive . If T i s an 
(R, Endo(P)) subBodule of P, then M i s quasi p ro jec t ive . 
Quasi in j ec t ive and quasi pro jec t ive modules are not closed 
under even f i n i t e d i r e c t sum. However, as in the case of 
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quasi infectives, direct sianmands of a quasi projective module 
are again quasi projective. 
THEOREM 3.2.3. If M is quasi«projective and M = S @ T , then 
S and T are also quasi projective. 
PROOF. Consider the diagram 
-> S/X-
g 
This can be embedded in 
•^ 0 
S0T 
f+Irj 
S (?) T >S/X Q T 
g+Io. 
^ 0 
As S (±)T i s quas i p r o j e c t i v e , t h e above diagram can be 
onbedded in a commutative diagram 
S^T 
^ " 
S QT 
f+In 
g+I^ 
-» S/X g) T •^ 0 
So t h a t (g+I™)h = f + In 
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and so ((g+I^) h) (s+t) = (ffl^) (s+t) 
for all s e S and t e T . 
Let h(s+t) = s'+ t' 
Hence (g+I^) (s^+ t ) » (f+I^) (s+t) 
and so g(s') + t'= f(s) + t 
which gives that 
g(s') = f(s) and 
t^ « t 
Hence h(s+t) = s''+ t. 
Define, q : S > S(±)T by 
q(s) a s, for all s e S 
and p : S @)T > S by 
p(s+t) = s, for all s e S and t e T. 
Let f ^« phq 
so gf « gphq 
Thus gf'(s) = gphq(s) 
= gph (s) 
» gP(s') - g(s^) » f(s) 
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t ha t i s , gf^(s) « f ( s ) , for a l l s e S . 
Hence, gf ' • f . 
Thus, S i s quasi p ro jec t ive . 
Similarly T i s a lso quasi p ro jec t ive . 
n 
THEOREM 3.2 .4 . Let P^—-—> n^ > 0 be the pro jec t ive 
cover of M , where a e I , an indexing s e t . If for any 
f e Honij^  (P^, Pg) where a, p e I , f (ker %^) ^ Ker Ttg, 
then £ ©M^ i s quasi p ro jec t ive . 
DEFINITION 3 .2 .2 . A l e f t R-module M i s cal led perfect in 
the sense of Miyashita [36 ] , i f for any p a i r of submodules 
A and B of M with A + B = M, the re ex i s t s a submodule B of 
B tha t i s minimal with respect to the property t h a t A + B = M. 
In t h i s case, B i s ca l led a d-complement of A ( in M). 
REMARK 3 . 2 . 1 . Some authors prefer to c a l l a perfect module 
as supplemented module (cf. Remark 4 .2 .1 ( a ) ) . 
THEOREM 3 .2 .5 . Let M be a quasi pro jec t ive l e f t R-module 
and A and B be two submodules of M. I f A and B are d-
complements of each other ( in M), then M = A © B. 
3.3 SOME PROPERTIES OF QUASI PROJECTIVE MODULES : 
We now give ce r t a in theorems r e l a t i ng to quasi 
p ro jec t ive modules. 
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THEOREM 3 . 3 . 1 . I f two l e f t R-modules M^ and n^ have 
isomorphic p r o j e c t i v e covers and K-, ©M^ i s quasi p r o j e c t i v e , 
then MT S Mp. 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 2 . Let A ® B be a quasi p r o j e c t i v e R-module. 
Then every epimorphism from A t o B s p l i t s . 
We now prove t h e fo l lowing theorem due t o Wu and Jans 
[ 6 5 , p rop . 2 . 2 ] . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 3 . I f M i s a quasi p r o j e c t i v e module and has a 
p r o j e c t i v e cover 
n 
0 y Ker n > P(M) > M > 0 
then Ker n i s an (R, Endj^(P(M)))-submodule of P(M) 
PROOF. Let g e End (P(M)) . 
We s h a l l show t h a t 
g(Ker(i i)) C Ker (n) 
Let T « Ker n + g (Ker n) 
and so g(Ker n) CZ T, 
t hus g induces 
g : P(M)/Ker n > P(M)/T 
As T d P(M), »(T) d n (P(M)) - M, 
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that is, n(T) c: M. 
Now we 
i . e 
Hence 
•PVine" 
have, 
T 
P(M) 
T 
M ^ 
P(M)/Ker % 
Si ^ 
T/Ker % 
M 
ii(T) 
P(M) - P(M) 
Ker n T 
rA o M a n n-^ . M : 
M 
il(T) 
M 
il(T) 
Define g^ by 
g^ (ii(p)) = ti (g(p)) + it(T), p e P(M) 
then trivially g'^  is well defined. 
So, we have the diagram 
M 
g 
M — ^ — > yit%{:i) > 0 
where n i s the na tura l map, which by the quasi p r o j e c t i v i t y 
of M can be anbedded in the commutative diagram 
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3v" 
X 
M 
g 
M 
y 
n 
•^  M/n(T) •^ 0 
so that np = g''. 
Now we consider the diagram 
P(M) 
P(M)-
i 
M 
I ? 
-> M •^ 0 
which can be embedded in a commutative diagram, as P(M) is 
projective 
P(M) 
/ M 
a/ ^ 
/ 
P 
P(M) ^ M •^ 0 
Now let X - {p/p e P(M), g(p) - a(p) e Ker n} 
and we shall show that X = P(M). 
Now, both a and g induce maps from M to M/it(T) where 
a induces a*^  
^2 
P(M) 
P(M) 
-> M 
> M/ti(T) 
and g induces g 
P(M) 
g 
P(M) 
n 
-> M 
n 
-> M 
g' 
n 
•^  M/ii(T) 
By diagram chasing and using np = g' 
We see that g'^ - a''= 0. 
Thus it follows that 
(g-a) (P(H)) Q. T 
For each p e P(M), 
g(p) - a(p) » k^  + gCkg) with 
k, e Ker n, by the definition of T. 
Thus, p - kp e X and so 
X + Ker w = P(M) 
then the fact that P(M) is the projective cover of M implies 
X = P(M). 
*v3 
The proof of t he following theorem can be found in 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . ^ . If a l e f t R-module M i s quasi pro jec t ive 
and has a project ive cover P(M)— -—> M > 0 and i f 
P(M) = P^ S) Pg* then M = M^^ ® M2 and P^ ^ ^^ > M^  > 0 
i s the pro jec t ive cover of M^  where n^ = n/P^ ( i = 1,2) . 
RMARK 3 . 3 . 1 . In the above theorem, i f the decouposition 
P(M) = P-j^  (5) P2 is n o n - t r i v i a l , then so i s M = M^  (S Mg. For 
i f M, = 0 , then w^  i s a zero homomorphism, since 
P-,-""*" > M, > 0 i s the pro jec t ive cover of M ,^ And so 
)i/P, = 71, gives tha t P^ ^ S Ker n. Also, P, + Pp G Pp + Ker n 
implies t ha t P(M) ^ P^ + Ker n. Thus, P(M) = Pg "*" ^®^ ^* 
which gives t ha t Pp » P(M), and hence P, = 0. 
Theorem 3 . 3 . ^ i s generalized by A. Koehler [33] as 
follows : 
THEOREM 3 .3 .5 . If M i s quasi pro jec t ive and has a pro jec t ive 
cover P ^ > M > 0 and i f P = I @ P^ (a e I , an indexing 
s e t ) , then M » Z ©M^ and P^ " > M^  > 0 i s a pro jec t ive 
cover of M^ ,^ where n^ = ""^^a* 
The d i r ec t sum of quasi-project ive modules need not be 
quas i -projec t ive . This motivates us t o give the notion of 
E-quasi p ro jec t ives . 
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DEFINITION 3 . 3 . 1 (E-QUASI PROJECTIVE MODULE). Let M be a 
q u a s i - p r o j e c t i v e modixLe. Then M i s s a i d t o be Z-quasi p r o -
j e c t i v e i f every d i r e c t sum of copies of M i s a l s o quas i 
p r o j e c t i v e . 
The fol lowing a r e t h e i m p l i c a t i o n s of Z-quasi p r o j e c -
t i v i t y , q u a s i - p r o j e c t i v i t y and p r o j e c t i v i t y . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 6 . I f M i s q u a s i - p r o j e c t i v e and has a p r o j e c t i v e 
cover , t h e n M i s Z-quasi p r o j e c t i v e . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 7 . I f M i s a Z-q\jasi p r o j e c t i v e module and M 
con ta ins a submodule isomorphic t o pR, then M i s p r o j e c t i v e . 
3 .4 LOCAL RINGS WITH FINITELY GENERATED IDEALS QUASI 
PROJECTIVE 
Reca l l t h a t a r i n g R i s s a i d t o be s e m i h e r e d i t a r y i f 
every f i n i t e l y genera ted i d e a l i s p r o j e c t i v e . The fo l lowing 
example shows t h a t i f every f i n i t e l y genera ted i d e a l i s 
q u a s i - p r o j e c t i v e , t hen an a r b i t r a r y r i n g need not be semi-
h e r e d i t a r y . 
EXAMPLE 3 . 4 . 1 . Let R be any commutative v a l u a t i o n r i n g which 
i s not an i n t e g r a l domain. We s h a l l show t h a t every f i n i -
t e l y gene ra t ed i d e a l of R i s a q u a s i - p r o j e c t i v e R-module but 
R i s no t a s e m i h e r e d i t a r y r i n g . 
Let A be any f i n i t e l y genera ted i d e a l of R. Then 
A = Rx f o r some x e R and A Si R / ^ x ) . Hence A i s a q u a s i -
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pro jec t ive R-module. 
Since R i s not a domain, tHere ex is t nonzero elements 
a and b in R such t h a t ab = 0. Consider A = Ra, we show tha t 
A i s not p ro jec t ive . If A i s p ro jec t ive , then the exact 
sequence 0 > I > R > A > 0 s p l i t s where 
I = ^2.(a) and 0 " i s na tura l homomorphism. Clearly I ^ (O) 
and I f R . SoR = I © J for some nonzero ideal J of R. This 
i s not poss ib le , as R i s a loca l r ing . Hence R i s not a 
semihereditary.' r ing . 
The above example fur ther j u s t i f i e s tha t quasi p ro-
j e c t i v i t y i s a genera l iza t ion of p ro j ec t !v i t y . 
Now we inves t iga te the cases when a r ing whose f i n i t e l y 
generated ideals are quasi projec t ive may tu rn t o be semi-
heredi tary . We sha l l climb to our main r e su l t s tep by s t e p . 
THEOREM 3 . ^ . 1 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t ideal i s quas i -projec t ive . Then, for any 
non-zero element x of R, the l e f t ann ih i la tor t ( x ) i s a two 
sided ideal of R. So, for a l l subsets X of R, 2. (X) =. HiCx) 
xeX 
i s a two sided ideal of R. 
THEOREM 3 .4 .2 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t idea l i s quas i -projec t ive . If Ra and Rb are 
any two nonzero pr inc ipa l l e f t ideals of R such tha t 
Ra riRb = ( 0 ) , then 
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(I) Ra « Rb under the mapping d : Ra > Rb defined 
by e(ra) « rb for all r e R, and 
( I I ) ^ ( a ) = £ ( b ) i s a two sided ideal of R. 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 3 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t ideal i s quasi p ro j ec t ive . Si5)pose t h a t Ra 
and Rb are any two nonzero p r inc ipa l l e f t ideals of R such 
t h a t Ra riRb = ( 0 ) . If a i s a n i lpo ten t element of R, then 
(Ra)2 = ( 0 ) . 
THEOREM 3 .4 .4 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t ideal i s quas i -projec t ive . If a i s a n i lpo ten t 
element of R, then the pr inc ipa l l e f t ideal Ra i s a lso n i l po -
t e n t ; indeed i f a" = 0 for some in teger n > 1, then 
(Ra)° » ( 0 ) . 
PROOF. Let a e R be such tha t a" = 0 for some in teger n > 1. 
Then a^^-'-a = 0 and so a"""'* ci^a). 
By theorem 3.^.1, *. (a) is a two sided ideal of R and so, 
for any r e R, we see that a" r e £ (a). 
It implies that (a^ -^'-r) a = 0 
and so a (ra) » 0, for all r e R » 
Hence a*^"-*- (Ra) = (O) 
i.e. a"~2 (aRa) = (O). 
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which yie lds t ha t a""^ e £ (aRa). 
As £(aRa) i s a two sided idea l of R, we get 
a"-2 R d C(aRa) 
and then, 
a""^ RaRa = (O) 
tha t i s , 
a"-2 (Ra)2 = (o) . 
Following the same procedure, we may have a'^ "^ e iL (aRaRa) whici 
gives t h a t 
a^ -^^  (Ra)5 = (0) 
Continuing this process, we finally have 
(Ra)" = 0. 
THEOREM 3 .4 .5 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t ideal i s quas i -projec t ive . Then the prime 
rad ica l p(R) of R i s the se t of a l l n i lpo ten t elements of R. 
THEOREM 3 .4 .6 . Let R be a local r ing in which every f i n i -
t e l y generated l e f t idea l i s quas i -project ive . If the prime 
rad ica l 3(R) of R i s (O), then R has no zero d i v i s o r s . 
THEOREM 3.4 .7 . Let R be a loca l r ing in which every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t ideal i s quasi-pro;3ective. Then every f i n i t e l y 
generated l e f t idea l of R i s a d i r ec t sum o|^ .^  ^ p i t e l y 1i^| 
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mutually isomorphic indecomposable principal left ideals. 
Now we prove our main theoran of this section. 
THEOREM 3.4.8. Let R be a local ring in which every finitely 
generated left ideal is quasi-projective. If the prime radi-
cal p(R) of R is (0), then R is a left semihereditary domain. 
PROOF. By theorem 3.^.6, R has no zero divisors,that is, R 
is a domain. Now it remains to show that R is a left semi-
hereditary ring. Let A be any finitely generated left ideal 
of R. By theorem 3.^.7, we have 
A = Ra^ ® Ra^ <J> © Ra^ ^ 
for some nonzero elements a-,, B,^* ..... a of R. Since R 
is a domain, we have 2-(a.) = 0 for every i. Hence 
Ra^ S R/i(a^) S ^ . 
This shows t h a t A i s isomorphic t o a d i r ec t sum of f i n i t e l y 
many copies of ^R, so t h a t A i s free as a l e f t R-module and 
hence p ro jec t ive . Thus every f i n i t e l y generated l e f t ideal 
of R i s a pro jec t ive l e f t R-module. I t follows t h a t R i s a 
l e f t semihereditary r ing . 
3.5 QUASI PROJECTIVE COVERS : 
In sect ion 2.6 of the previoiis chapter , we have 
given the notion of p ro jec t ive cover. In the same manner 
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Wu and Jans [65] introduced the concept of quasi-project ive 
covers. 
DEFINITION 3.5 .1 (QUASI PROJECTIVE COVER). The quasi projec-
t i v e cover of an R-module M i s the epimorphism 
QP(r^)_Jt—> j^ ^ 0^ provided 
(1) QP(M) i s a quasi pro jec t ive module; 
(2) Ker % i s small in QP(M); 
(3) i f 0 f T Q Ker u, then QP(M)/T i s not quasi p ro jec t ive . 
The following r e s u l t shows tha t i f a pro jec t ive cover 
of a module e x i s t s , then so i s i t s quasi pro jec t ive cover. 
THEOREM 3 . 5 . 1 . If a modxiLe M has a pro jec t ive cover 
P(M) > M > 0 then i t has a quasi pro jec t ive cover 
QP(M) > M > 0, which is \jnique upto isomorphism over 
the identity on M, 
The following example demonstrates that quasi projec-
tive covers are more common than projective covers. 
EXMPLE 3.5.1. Let p be any prime and C. be the cyclic group 
r. n 
of order p "''. Consider P = Z © C., the direct sum of 
i«l ^ t 
finite number of C^^^, If t = max. r^, then P is a Z/(p )-
module. We know that P as Z/(p)-module has a projective 
cover and consequently by our theorem 3.5.1, it also has a 
quasi-projective cover. Further, since projective Z/(p )-
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modules are f ree , the projec t ive cover of P over Z/(p ) i s 
quasi pro jec t ive cover of p when considered as 2-module. 
Thvs P as Z-module has a quasi pro jec t ive cover whereas P 
as 2-module has a pro jec t ive cover only when P i s free 
(see [ 6 ] ) . Hence 2-module P need not have a pro jec t ive 
cover in general . 
However, i t would be very misleading i f we conclude 
tha t f i n i t e l y generated modules over 2 necessar i ly have 
quasi pro jec t ive covers. In t h i s d i rec t ion we can prove 
the following : 
THEOREM 3 .5 .2 . A f i n i t e l y generated 2-mod\ile M which i s 
not f i n i t e does not have a quasi p ro jec t ive cover unless 
the module i s f ree . 
PROOF. In fact 2-modules are simply abel ian groiips. Let 
M = F ® T, where F i s a nonzero free module and T( ^ 0) be 
f i n i t e , then F contains a subgroi;^) X such tha t the re i s a 
non - t r i v i a l homomorphism f : T > F/X. Thus we get a 
homomorphism g : F (5> T > (F/X) ® T where 
g (x , t ) » ( f ( t ) , 0 ) . 
Now consider the diagram 
F 0 T 
g 
F © T --^—> ( F/X) © T > 0 
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Since elements of T miast go in to T under every homomorphism, 
the above diagram can not be completed t o a commutative one. 
Thus no grov^) of the form F © T can be quasi p ro j ec t ive . 
Hence the only poss ib le quasi p ro jec t ive covers for groups 
of the form F © T are the free groups. But then the same 
argxanent t ha t shows such groups do not have pro jec t ive covers 
also shows t h a t they do not have quasi pro jec t ive covers. 
T.G. Faticoni [9] proved the following r e su l t on the 
existence of a quasi p ro jec t ive cover of a module ' over an 
a rb i t r a ry r ing . 
THEOREM 3 . 5 . 3 . Let R be a ring and M a l e f t R-module. Then 
M possesses a quasi-project ive cover over R i f and only i f 
M possesses a quasi p ro jec t ive cover over R / £ ( M ) . 
Moreover, i f M possesses a pro jec t ive cover over 
R / I ( M ) , then t h i s cover i s a quasi pro jec t ive cover. 
FISMARK 3 . 5 . 1 . A quasi pro jec t ive modiile M i s i t s own quasi 
p ro jec t ive cover. 
THEOREM 3 . 5 . ^ . Let R be any r ing and l e t P > M > 0 
be a quasi pro jec t ive cover over R. Then P > M > 0 
i s a p ro jec t ive cover over a quotient of R if and only i f P 
i s a p ro jec t ive R/£(M)-module, 
THEOREM 3 .5 .5 . Let P > M > 0 be a quasi pro jec t ive 
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cover of M over R. Then £, (M) = £(P). 
THEOREM 3.5.6. Let F - > M -> 0 be a quasi projective 
cover and say there is a finite subset X of M such that 
g(X) =£(M). Then P is a projective R/£ (M)-module if M is 
finitely generated. 
CHAPTER - k 
DUAL CONTINUOUS MODULES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION : 
The concept of continuous modules owes its origin to 
Von Neumann's work on continuous geometries [62] and Utumi's 
work on continuous rings ([58], [59], [60]). In 1974, 
L, Jeremy [26] defined continuous modules which attracted 
many workers recently who studied most of the properties 
of quasi infective modules in the general setting of conti-
nuous modules. Motivated by the fact that quasi projective 
modules are duals of quasi infectives, Mohamed and Singh 
[41] introduced the notion of dual continuous modules as 
follows : A module M is called dual continuous if (i) for 
every submodule A of M there exists a decomposition 
M = M, (BMp such that M,c: A and M2nA is small in M^, and 
(ii) every epimorphism from M onto a summand of M splits. 
During the last two decades, a good number of papers 
have appeared on dual continuous modules. Most of the work 
on this topic relates to generalizing decomposition theorems 
for projective modules and also obtaining the decomposition 
of dual continuous modules. To mention a few Kasch [29], 
Mohamed [37], Mohamed and Miiller ([38], [39], [4o]), Mohamed 
and Singh [41] and Singh [53]. 
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The present chapter concerns with a study of dual 
continuous modules. In sect ion 4 ,2 , we introduce the notion 
of dual continuous aodule and l i s t some of i t s basic proper-
t i e s . Koehler [32] studied rings whose cycl ic modules are 
quasi p ro jec t ive (q**^ - r i n g s ) . The c lass of rings for which 
every r igh t ideal i s quasi p ro jec t ive ( r i g h t qp-ring) was 
introduced by Ja in and Singh [24] and subsequently s tudied 
by Goel and Ja in [14] . In sect ion 3 . 3 , the general iza t ions 
of these concepts are introduced, namely dc- r ings , cdc-rings 
and dcf-r ings as they are cal led by Saad Mohamed [37] . We 
have a lso invest igated the s t ruc tures of these r ings with 
n i l r a d i c a l . 
The l a s t sect ion deals with some decomposition theo-
rems for dual continuoxj© modules which general ize known 
decomposition theorems of quasi pro jec t ive and pro jec t ive 
modules ( for example see [33] ) . 
4.2 DUAL CONTINUOUS MODULES 
In 1977, Mohamed and Singh [41] dualized the concept 
of continuous modules defined by Jeremy [26] . 
DEFINITION 4.2 .1 (DUAL CONTINUOUS MODULE). A modtile M i s 
ca l led dual continuous ( i n short d-continuous) i f i t s a t i s -
f ies the following two condi t ions . 
(D^) For every stibmodule A of M, the re ex is t s a decomposition 
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M » Mn ©Mp such tha t M, CI A and Mp fl A i s small in Mp. 
(Dp) For every summand M'^  of M, every epimorphism M > M 
s p l i t s . 
Notice t ha t condition (Dp) i s equivalent t o the 
following : 
o (Dp) If for any submodule N of M, the fac tor module M/N i s 
isomorphic to a summand of M, then N i s a summand of M. 
REMARK 4,2 .1 (a) Every quasi pro jec t ive supplemented R-modiale 
i s dual continuous (cf. Remark 3 .2 .1 ) . 
(b) A summand of a d-continuous module i s d-
continuotjs. 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 1 . If every f i n i t e l y generated R-moduLe i s d-
continuous,then R i s semlsimple. 
THEOREM 4 .2 .2 . Let M be a d-continuous module. Then every 
submodule A of M i s of the form A = N O S, where N i s a 
summand of M and S i s small in M. 
Recall t ha t a r ing R i s defined t o be , semiperfect 
i f every cycl ic R-module has a pro jec t ive cover. 
Using the notion of d-continuous modules, Mohamed 
and Singh [^l] character ized the semiperfect r ings as follows 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 3 . A r ing R i s (serai) perfect i f and only i f 
every ( f i n i t e l y generated) quasi pro jec t ive R-module i s 
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d-continuows. 
THEOREM h,2»i*, If^fe*! i s d-continoous then M i s quasi 
p ro jec t ive . 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 5 . Let M be any module and A, B be any two 
small submodules of M such t h a t M/A (±) M/B i s d-continuous. 
Then M/A ^ M/B. 
THEOREM 4 .2 .6 . Let R be any r ing and l e t A and B be r igh t 
ideals contained in Rad R. If R/A<SR/B i s d-continuous, 
then A = B. 
PROOF. Since A and B are small submodules of Rj^ , R/A^ R/B 
by theorem 4 .2 .5 . Then by theorem 4 .2 .4 , R/A i s quasi pro-
•f 
Jec t ive . Again, s ince R > R/A > 0 , where f i s natu-
r a l pro jec t ion , i s a pro jec t ive cover, then by theorem 3 . 3 . 3 , 
A becomes an idea l . Similar ly B i s an idea l . Thus R/A^ R/B 
implies A « B. 
The following r e s u l t i s due t o Mohamed and Singh [41] . 
THEOREM 4 .2 .7 . Let A and B be submodules of a d-continuous 
module M such tha t M = A + B. Then there ex i s t submodules 
A^  and B„ such tha t A C A, B CI B and M = A © B . 
0 0 O O O O 
Later in 1982, Mohamed [37] proved the following: 
THEOREM 4,2.8. Let M = A + B be a d-continuous module. If 
A and B are indecomposable and noneomparable, then A fl B = 0. 
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PROOF, Since M » A + B i s d -con t inuous , t h e r e f o r e by 
theorem i*.2.7, M » ^Q ^ %* where A ^ d A and B^ d B. Now, 
s i n c e A i s indecomposable, A = 0 or A = A. However, A » 0 
impl ies Acz M = B d B, a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Hence A^ = A. 
S i m i l a r l y B^ = B. Hence A f l B a A ^ n S o ^ O -
4 . 3 RINGS WITH DUAL CONTINUOUS RIGHT IDEALS 
J a i n and Singh [2^] g e n e r a l i z e d t h e concept of h e r e -
d i t a r y r i n g s , they c a l l e d a r i n g R r i g h t qp- r ing i f every 
r i g h t i d e a l i s quas i p r o j e c t i v e . Motivated by t h i s d e f i n i -
t i o n , Mohamed [37] in t roduced t h e concept of d c - r i n g s . 
DEFINITION 4 . 3 . 1 (dc-RING ) . A r i n g R i s c a l l e d a r i g h t d c -
r i n g i f every r i g h t i d e a l i s d -con t inuous . 
DEFINITION 4 . 3 . 2 (cdc-RING). A r i n g R i s c a l l e d a r i g h t 
c d c - r i n g ( q * - r i n g ) , i f every c y c l i c R-modiale i s d-cont inuous 
( q u a s i p ro ;3ac t ive) . 
REMARK 4 . 3 . 1 : 
( a ) A semiper fec t r i g h t ( ^ - r i n g i s a r i g h t c d c - r i n g . 
(b) A p e r f e c t r i g h t qp- r ing i s a r i g h t d c - r i n g . 
( c ) Every d c - r i n g i s s emipe r f ec t . 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 1 . Let R be a r i g h t d c - r i n g wi th n i l r a d i c a l . 
I f fRf i s not a d i v i s i o n r i n g fo r any idempotent f of R, 
t hen R i s f i n i t e d i r e c t sum of l o c a l r i n g s . 
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THEOREM 4 .3 .2 . A loca l r ing R i s a r igh t cdc-ring i f and 
only i f for every r igh t ideal A of R and any \anit x e R, 
xA CI A implies xA « A, 
PROOF. Assume tha t R i s a r igh t cdc-r ing. Let x be a xmit 
in R and A be a r igh t ideal such tha t xA <=• A. Now i f A = R, 
then obviously xA = A. So, assume tha t A :^  R. 
Define f : R/A > xR/xA by 
f(r+A) = xr + xA. 
Then c lea r ly f i s an isomorphism. 
Since R = xR, then R/A« R/xA 
Hence (R/xA)/(A/xA) ~ R/A ^ R/xA . 
Since R/xA i s d-continuotas, 
A/xA i s a summand of R/xA. 
But as R/xA i s indecomposable and 
A/xA 4 R/xA, 
then A/xA » 0 . 
Hence A = xA . 
Conversely, assume t h a t R i s a loca l r ing and for every r igh t 
ideal A of R and any xmit x e R xA ci A implies xA = A. 
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Now, as A i s a r i g h t i d e a l of R and R i s a l o c a l r i n g , 
R/A i s d-unifonn and so s a t i s f i e s c o n d i t i o n (D,) t r i v i a l l y . 
Let (j) : R/A > R/A be an epimorphisjn, and l e t 
$( l+A) » X + A . 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t x i s a xjnit i n R. 
For every a e A 
0 = 0 (a+A) = xa + A 
So t h a t x a e A . 
Hence xA cz A and t h e r e f o r e xA = A. 
Now d e f i n e 
(}>^  : R/A > R/A by 
(|)(1+A) = x'-'- + A « 
Then <|) i s a homomorphism and ())(j) = I R / ^ » This proves t h a t 
R/A s a t i s f i e s c o n d i t i o n (Dp). Hence R/A i s d -con t inuous . 
DEFINITION 4 . 3 . 2 (dcf-RING). A r i n g R in which every f i n i -
t e l y gene ra t ed r i g h t i d e a l i s d -cont inuous i s c a l l e d a r i g h t 
d o f - r i n g . 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 3 . Let R be a f i n i t e d i r e c t sum of r i n g s R^, 
then R i s a r i g h t d c - r i n g ( o r d c f - r i n g ) i f and only i f each 
R^ i s . 
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Mohamed, S. [37] proved the following characterization 
for dcf-rings. 
THEOREM 4,3.^. Let R be a local ring with J nil, where 
J = Rad Rjs. Then R is a right dcf-ring if and only if 
(a) J^ » 0, or 
(b) R i s a r igh t valuat ion r ing . 
THEOREM 4 .3 .5 . Any loca l r igh t dcf-r ing R with J = Rad R 
n i l i s a r igh t dc-ring whenever J ^ Rad J . 
PROOF. If J = 0 , then the r e su l t i s obvious. Let R be a 
r igh t valuat ion r ing with J j£ Rad J . 
Let X e J - Rad J . 
As Rad J is a maximal submodule of J, 
we get J = xR. 
Thus R is a principal right ideal ring with descending chain 
condition. 
Hence R is a right dc-ring. 
4.4 DECOMPOSITION OF DUAL CONTINUOUS MODULES 
The concept of dual continuous modules was motivated 
to generalize a decomposition theorem over perfect rings 
given by KoeKLer [33]. Mohamed and Singh [41] and later 
Mohamed and Miiller [38] obtained certain decomposition 
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theorems for dual continuous modules over a rb i t r a ry r i ngs . 
We study these decomposition theorems in t h i s sec t ion . 
With a view to making our discussion se l f contained, 
as far as poss ib le , we f i r s t l i s t some known r e s u l t s . 
PROPOSITION 4 . 4 . 1 . A submodule A of an R-module M i s d-
complement of B in M i f and only i f A + B = M and A f) B i s 
small in A. 
PROPOSITION 4 ,4 .2 . A d-continuoias module M i s perfect in 
the sense of Miyashita (cf. Def. 3.2.2) and every d-complement 
submodule of M i s a summand. 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 3 . If B i s a summand of the d-continuous modtiLe 
M and i f A is a d-complement of B in M, then M = A g) B. 
THEOREM 4 .4 ,4 . A d-continuous module i s indecomposable i f 
and only i f i t s endomorphism ring i s l o c a l . 
THEOREM 4 . 4 , 5 . If M i s a d i r ec t sxm of indecomposable modules 
M = Z (2) M-., where each M. i s countably generated and has 
i e l ^ ^ 
loca l endomorphism r ing , then any other d i rec t sum decomposi-
t ion of M ref ines t o a decomposition isomorphic t o t h i s one 
and ( in pa r t i cu l a r ) any summand of M i s again a d i r ec t sum 
of modules each isomorphic to one of the o r ig ina l svjoimands M.. 
Mohamed and Singh [4 l ] have proved the following de-
composition theorem for d-continuous modules. 
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THEOREM 4.4,6. Let M be a d-continuous module. Then 
M = N + N'', where N is a summand of M with Rad N'' « N and 
N = Z <±) A., where each A. is local and the sum of finitely 
iel ^ ^ 
fflany of the A^^ is always a summand of M. 
THEOREM 4.4,7. Let M be a d-continuous module. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) Rad M is small in M 
(b) Every proper submodule of M is contained in a maximal 
submodule/-
(c) M =t S © A., where each A. is a local module. 
i e l ^ ^ 
THEOREM 4 , 4 , 8 . Let A be a submodule of t h e d-cont inuous 
module M, l e t B, and Bp be d-complements of A in M, and l e t 
A be a d-complanent of B, i n M conta ined i n A. 
Then M = A^ (J) B^^ = A^ ® B2. 
PROOF. B, and Bp are summands of M by proposition 4.4,2. 
Also, by proposition 4.4.1, 
A n B^ Clg B^ and A H B2 CI^ B2 . 
Since A is a d-complement of the summand B, , we get by 
theorem 4,4,3 that 
M = A^ © Bj^. 
Now, A « A n(A^ + Bj^ ) = A^ + (A (la^) 
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and therefore , 
M = A + B2 = [A^ + (A n \)] + Bg 
= A^ + B2 + A n % . 
But A n \CZji^\f hence A 0 B^ CI^ M 
and consequently M » A^  + B2 
Also, A^^ n B2 cr A n B2 c-?, B2 * 
Then Bg i s a d-complement of A in M, by proposi t ion i*.4.1. 
Hence by theorem 4 , 4 , 3 , i t follows t h a t 
M = AQ © B2 . 
Mohamed, and MuLler [38] improved theorem 4,4 .6 as 
follows : 
THEOREM 4 . 4 , 9 . A d-continuous module M has a decomposition, 
unique upto isomorphism, M = ( I ® A . ) ® N , 
iel ^ 
where each A. is a local module and N = Rad N. 
PROOF. Let A be a d-complement of Rad M and let N be a 
d-complement of A contained in Rad M, both are summands by 
proposition 4,4.2. Then by theorem 4,4,3, M = A(3)N. 
Since A is a d-compleraent of Rad M, 
A n Rad M d^ A by proposition 4,4.1 
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Now, 
Rad A = A n Rad M CZj, A, and 
Rad N = N n Rad M = N 
Since A i s d-continuous, then by theorem 4 ,4 ,7 , 
A » Z ® A. 
i e l ^ 
where each A. is local,and consequently 
M =» ( E ® AJ ® N . 
iel ^ 
Now, we prove the uniqueness of this decomposition . 
Suppose that M = B © N 
where B « Z (i> B. with all B. local and Rad N^ = N • 
JeJ J -^  
Then by theorem 4,4.7, Rad B CTj B and so B fl Rad M d^ B , 
Also, 
B + Rad M rD B ( D N ' = M . 
Hence B is a d-complement of Rad M, by proposition 4.4.1. 
Since A and B are d-complements of Rad M,and N and N are 
d-complements of A and B respectively, therefore on applying 
theorem 4.4,8, we get 
M =A(5)N -B(5)N = A ( S N ' ' = B ® N ' . 
Consequently, A ^ B and N » N and the uniqueness follows 
from theorem 4.4.5. 
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